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14-Oct-2015 

911 & Extra-Terrestrial Demolition 

Dave, 

    I cannot give even a cursory glimpse to the details of your E-mail; thus, having not read, I 
presume that your E-mail supplies evidence to substantiate the conspiracy theory that the US 
government destroyed the Twin Towers on 9-11-2001.  I could be wrong; it could be that your 
letter, against my admittedly instinctive insight, does the opposite and dashes the theories.  In either 
case, the subject is not applicable to my work and is accordingly diversionary to the basic and 
fundament parameters of my calling; hence, I have no desire to read further on this 
subject.  Vinnette, my helpmeet, does all the research in areas such as these, and in cases where she 
tugs my coattail, so to speak, I either accede to her findings or I repel from them.  Rarely do I take 
the time to read the material that she may urge upon me.  There are only a few occasions that I, 
retrospectively, recall some of the topics that she has read and discussed with me and will ask her to 
find for me documentation. 

    Again, I do not wish to invest any intellectual energy in conspiracies enveloping around the fall 
of the twin towers on 911.  My focus is to declare the name of the Lord —a very formidable task as 
time has revealed.  As you so noted, I did argue with my son on many of these issues, and to give a 
flavor to you about his disappointing visit to our home, I reported it to all before we embarked upon 
one of our prior, Friday evening studies.  But my stance to all who advocate any conspiracy theories 
as foundational facts is firm and is as follows: I cannot test or entrust any confidence (faith) in the 
findings of men whose reputations have not been vetted.  (EGW, MJB, VTH, and perhaps Jones & 

Waggoner, et. al, would be saints that I consider to have been vetted). [Vet: to make a prior examination and critical 

appraisal of (a person, document, scheme, etc.)]  I know that which I now find occasion to remind you: 
The Devil can whisper, not just through gardenic serpents, but also through people whom we 
admire and respect, people, by virtue of their credentials, to whom we attribute scholarship and 
advantage.  After all, the serpent deceived Eve and then Eve, because of her allure, deceived 
Adam.  Each failed because they did not trust Christ, the Word.   

    In general, people tend to accept the theories that favor their pet biases and distrust those that 
countervail their preset inclinations. Such makes people an easy mark for all con games.  But the 
mustard seed finds the need to remind its adherents that, just because the devil’s “whisperings” (Rom 

one) favor our advocated presumptions and flatter our admittedly-germane pension to distrust the 
government, is no reason allay our requirements to be logical and cause us to give more credence to 
the assertions which flatter our pre-ordained biases.  We must instead remember, the devil is a 
seducing spirit; hence, he attempts to either convince us that he does not exist or that he is 
almighty.   In latter case, he then can deceive the “very elect” causing them to tremble at his 
exaggerated powers.  Today, antitypical Peter must strengthen the disciples to avoid Satan’s sifting 
designs.  Thus does the Lord declare the following: “Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired to 
have you, that he may sift you as the wheat: But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not: 
and when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren.“ —Luke 22:31, 32.   Thus, instead of 
garnering insight from the suspicions of others, I trust the Bible’s testimony as the basis of my 
foundational beliefs.  I have written on the fall of the towers from a biblical perspective and see no 
need to venture beyond those revelations (see Website, Mountain Fountain and Falling Tower, 10-Jun-

2006).  To step away from that position and to allow heightening agitation to afflict the saints by 
giving sway to evidence of the conditions of evil that prevail in our world as presented from the, 
untested-in-their-credibility advocates of conspiracies, would be folly.  If men, indeed “great 
scholars”, can misread and wrongly teach a simple Text such as John 3: 16, then how can we trust 
men who purport to hand to us architectural, demolitional, and engineering notions, themes that 
they call “facts” and details that we have no ability or power to cross examine, ever be entered into 
the evidence of our faith?  Such would violate our First-Angel commission to fear God (Rev 14) and 
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to allow Him to be our fear and our dread (Isa eight).  Rather than to allow such men enter into 
evidence their perception of the evil in the world that we must face, I seek to counter their impulse 
to stoke fear by causing the brethren to instead recline in the Lord’s closing petition to the Father, “I 
pray not that thou shouldest take them out of the world, but that thou shouldest keep them 
(the faithful disciples) from the evil” —John 17: 15.  In this, I honor my commission to strengthen the 
brethren. 

    Already, with just a simple allusion to the theories of 911 that I made as a passing preliminary-
study thought, you have presented to me technical details to study, interpret, and assess as 
evidence.  I have no power, ability, or authority to devote my time to the study of such issues.  To 
do so would require a written reply, one that I would not dare to deliver as meat for the Lord’s 
house.  As shown below, the saints with him in His house, His “holy habitation,” already have a 
clear fix on the evils and deceptions which prevail on earth.  Let us seek to do our work and not 
theirs!  Their understanding of this evil, as validated by the Bible, is more certain and true than that 
which we humans can conjure from our non-scriptural theories presented to us by men of idolatry, 
men of filthy minds and hands.  Let me just give to you a simple resolution: I have seen, both on TV 
and in person, the demolition projects of imploding large skyscrapers.  I have seen the arduous task 
and the months of work required to perform such demolition assignments on buildings that were 
many times smaller than the twin towers (In 2001, I believe that the twin towers were the highest on 

earth).  The task to implode buildings, perhaps one tenth the size, required that many of the interior 
walls be first removed, windows be taken away, pillars —in some cases steel pillars— be drilled 
and then wired with shaped explosives, and then after all explosive are timed and wired to a central, 
electrical impulse they pray that the building falls correctly just before the button is pushed.  No 
building, the size of the towers, in the history of the world has been thusly demolished, and I do 
further venture to say none were done, as the conspiracy theorist so purport, by subterfuge and 
incognito meaning that, while the thousands of demolition engineers did their work, the thousands 
of unsuspecting office workers, rubbing elbows with the demolition engineers, also mindlessly went 
about to do their daily task.  In all cases of successful demolition by implosion, the buildings were 
evacuated weeks, if not months, before the day of implosion.  Beyond that finding, I cannot accept 
the argument that the conspiracy theorist use as a retort: that the CIA, with help from space aliens, 
has acquired more technology to accomplish such a feat.  This, the US Government, is the same 
organization that was challenged, to the utmost, in finding and defeating both Saddam Hussain and 
Osama Bin Laden.  Regarding both of those men, they are still fighting to defeat their rag-tag 
supporters.  Based upon this cursory level of insight, I find it hard to believe that the towers were 
demolished by implosion as a result of a CIA or US conspiracy. 

    Either way, I cannot make this topic a dominate lesson of my ministry.  To those who would like 
to do so, I must ask the same question that Vinnette presented to our son to calm his argumentative 
spirit and his heightened fears: Have you studied the Peace Offering, the Atonement, the defense of 
the SDA church, etc? Let these themes occupy your efforts and your study.  They are the themes 
which even the saints in heaven are studying, and they are themes which show our salvation and the 
aid that we will soon receive from the true divinely-ordained Extra Terrestrials.  Let our thoughts 
today envelop around the Lord’s command to “Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he 
will send forth labourers into his harvest” —Matt 9: 38.  The Lord, in the book of Jude, shows to us 
their divinely authorized demolition assignment:  

“Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousands of his saints, to execute judgment upon all, and to 
convince all that are ungodly among them of all their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly 
committed, and of all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against him.  These 
are murmurers, complainers, walking after their own lust; and their mouth speaketh great swelling 
words, having men’s persons in admiration because of advantage(men of great credentials to boost their 
credibility, engineers, scientists, archeologists, et al) ” —Jude 14, 15.    

If thanks must be conveyed, I thank you for allowing me the occasion to present, with greater 
clarity, my views on this subject.   

Derek  


